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ABSTRACT

We introduce NuNav3D, a body-driven 3D navigation interface for
large displays and immersive scenarios. While 3D navigation is a
core component of VR applications, certain situations, like remote
displays in public or large visualization environments, do not allow
for using a navigation controller or prop. NuNav3D maps hand mo-
tions, obtained from a pose recognition framework which is driven
by a depth sensor, to a virtual camera manipulator, allowing for
direct control of 4 DOFs of navigation. We present the NuNav3D
navigation scheme and our preliminary user study results under two
scenarios, a path-following case with tight geometrical constraints
and an open space exploration case, while comparing our method
against a traditional joypad controller.

Index Terms: H.5.2 [User Interfaces]: Evaluation/methodology—
Interaction Styles; I.3.7 [Three-Dimensional Graphics and Real-
ism]: Virtual Reality

1 INTRODUCTION & RELATED WORK

Traditionally, navigation interfaces for VR and Immersive scenar-
ios require some sort of tracked navigation device, prop or marker-
based tracking system. World-in-Miniature [9] requires a projec-
tion either inside the VR environment or on a surface and must be
manipulated by touch or props. The concept of gesture based navi-
gation for VR was discussed in [5] and [7]. Head-directed naviga-
tion [3] maps head orientations to navigation operations, however it
does not permit looking at a direction different to that of the move-
ment vector. Hand-tracking has been used to allow the user to grasp
virtual objects and either orbit around them or pull himself towards
them [8] and pointing towards a destination in the virtual space[6].
Locomotion modalities such as Walking-in-Place [10] also allow
navigation on a 2D plane while providing for a greater sense of
presence than alternatives. LaViola et al. [4] have proposed a
merging of foot gestures with rotational tracking of the torso for
hands-free navigation in VR. The Pengufly [11] paradigm utilizes
2D projections of the tracked positions of the user’s hands and head
to define a navigation vector.

As already stated, all methods described above require some de-
gree of marker-based tracking of either a prop or the user himself to
be implemented, which might be infeasible under certain situations.
Additionally, most techniques limit the number of DOFs exposed
and potentially constraint the user on navigating on a 2D plane.
Our proposed technique, NuNav3D, utilizes body pose recognition
driven from a single depth camera [1] [2], and directly maps rota-
tions and translations to simple hand movements, for simultaneous
manipulation of a total of 4-6 DOFs without requiring any tracking
markers or props.
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2 THE NUNAV3D PARADIGM

NuNav3D operates on poses. We have developed a simple pose
recognition scheme, based on the concept of pose uniformization.
A uniform pose PUni f

A results from a pose PA by placing the skele-
ton at the center of the coordinate system, compensating for torso
rotation by applying the inverse rotation to all skeletal joints and
then normalizing all bone segments to unit length. Pose recognition
is performed by comparing two poses in uniform space using the
metric sPAPB = 1

n ∑
n
i=0{|P

Unif
A (i)−PUnif

B (i)|} < sThres (sThres being
the pose recognition threshold scalar) and utilizing a simple voting
scheme over a sliding window of poses. The above method appears
to be relatively robust against variance in body geometry.

We define a navigation pose as illustrated in Figure 1. Once
the navigation pose is detected, the system stores the user’s po-
sition (defined as PNav-Base), relaxes sThres and on each follow-
ing update calculates vLeft

Offset = PNav-Current
LeftHand −PNav-Base

LeftHand and vRight
Offset =

PNav-Current
RightHand −PNav-Base

RightHand . (which are also scaled based on the re-
laxed pose recognition threshold to achieve roughly unit length).

Figure 1: An example NuNav3D navigation pose, with the user’s
arms parallel to the torso and the forearms perpendicular to the arms.
The system stores a snapshot of the user’s pose PBase

Nav when the nav-
igation pose is detected and calculates offset vectors for the user’s
left and right hands which are mapped to translations and rotations
respectively.

On each update, vLeft
Offset and vRight

Offset are used to manipulate a vir-
tual camera. Assuming a virtual camera with position CPos and
basis vectors Ĉx,Ĉy,Ĉz, for time-steps t and t +1, we define a trans-
lation vector Tt+1 = (vLeft

Offset.y)
kTranslate ·Ĉz+(vLeft

Offset.x)
kTranslate ·Ĉx with

kTranslate being a ramp exponent. The position of the virtual camera
C is defined as Ct+1 = Ct +Tt+1 · λTranslate with λTranslate being a
scalar scaling factor . Effectively this maps the left hand’s vertical
hand movements to translations along the camera’s view direction
and horizontal movements to strafing. Rotations are handled by
defining rotation transformations Ry and Rx along the camera’s y
and x axis (for yaw and pitch respectively). The angle value for Ry

is equal to −(vRight
Offset.x)

kRotate radian (similarly for the x axis). The

quaternions are composed to Rt+1 and used to rotate Ĉx and Ĉz. Ef-
fectively, this maps horizontal movements of the right hand to cam-
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era yaw and vertical movements to camera pitch. For both transla-
tion and rotation, if the offset vector magnitude is smaller than an
experimentally defined threshold, no transformation occurs (thus
filtering out minor, naturally occurring, hand movements). Figure
2 graphically demonstrates the above mapping.

Figure 2: An indicative application of offset vectors, manipulating a
virtual camera. The top subfigure illustrates the calculation of the per-
hand offset vectors, while the bottom subfigure shows a third-person
view of a virtual camera at time step t (before applying the offset vec-
tors) and t+1, after applying the corresponding transformations. The
resulting rotation, denoted by the blue shaded area, is the difference
in orientation for the Cx basis vector between t and t +1.

3 EVALUATION

We conducted a user study, comparing NuNav3D against a con-
ventional joypad controller under a general, open-space exploration
task (discovery of hidden objects) and a path-following task with
strict geometrical constraints (which was based on simulated virtual
colonoscopy data). Figure3 shows two indicative views of the trial
datasets. Our quantitative metric was elapsed time (ET). Subjects
were asked to rate their familiarity with 3D navigation on a scale of
1 to 5 (5 being the most experienced). The study was conducted on
a total of 12 individuals, with a mean age of 24.1 (SD 1.89). The
mean 3D navigation experience level was 3.25 (SD 1.65).

Figure 3: Path-following data set, inspired by virtual colonoscopy
(top), and open space exploration dataset (bottom, inlet denotes hid-
den object positions and starting camera position).

Over the entirety of study subjects, NuNav3D presented lower
performance than the joypad. Specifically, for the path-following
task, NuNav3D was on average 79.9% slower than the joypad con-
troller. We observed that users tended to overtranslate the virtual
camera when using Nunav3D, that resulted in corrective maneuvers
when exiting the tight constraints of the path-following task. In the
exploration task, mean ET was 31% longer for NuNav3D. However,
breaking down the results based on experience level yields inter-
esting indications. Specifically, for users identifying themselves as
belonging to the 1-2 experience bracket, the path-following task ET
using NuNav3D was on average 37.7% (SD 20.9%) slower. In the

exploration task, the same user group was only 3.73% (SD 24.1%)
slower in ET. In contrast, users in the 3-5 experience bracket were
100.9% (SD 83.9%) slower in the path following task and 45% (SD
82.2%) slower in the exploration task.

The subjects were also asked post-study qualitative evaluation
questions, including choice of interface for usage in the future and
which interface they found to be less intrusive with the experience.
66.6% commented that NuNav3D was less intrusive and 50% stated
that they would chose to use NuNav3D in the future.

4 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

While the sample size of the user study was not large enough to
draw conclusions, it provides interesting indications for directing
future work. For non-expert users, who were unfamiliar with the
joypad controller as well as NuNav3D, performance was compa-
rable in the open-space exploration task. Going forward we plan
on investigating solutions for the over-translating issue observed in
the path-following task, including ways to visually represent the
navigation data to the user, as well as options in applying the navi-
gation offset vectors to the virtual camera. Additionally, we plan on
conducting a much more thorough experimental evaluation on the
system, including reviewing user fatigue over time and exploring
other metrics such as simultaneous DOF utilization and precision
in movement. Finally we wish to explore a multi-modal interac-
tion scheme that includes NuNav3D for navigation and other body-
driven modalities for tasks such as picking, etc.
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